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We study reactivity and leaching at the calcium sodium borosilicate (CNBS)−water interface by means of a
Car−Parrinello ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation over a simulation time of 100 ps. With an emphasis on the comparison between the behavior of Ca2+ and Na+ cations at the CNBS glass-water interface, different
mechanism events during the trajectory are revealed, discussed and correlated with other density functional theory calculations. We show that Na+ ions can be released in solution while Ca2+ cannot leave the surface of CNBS glass. This
release is correlated with the vacancy energy of Ca2+ and Na+ cations. Here we found that the CNBS structure with
the Na+ cation vacancy is energetically more favorable than the structure with the Ca2+ cation vacancy. The calcium
adsorption site has been shown to have a greater affinity for water than can be found in the case of the sodium site,
demonstrating that affinity may not be considered a factor major controlling the release of cations from the glass to the
solution.
I. Introduction

Borosilicate glass has proven to be a good material for the
safe long−term storage of radioactive waste1–4 . It is envisioned that these nuclear glasses will be subject to permanent
deep geological storage with low permeability and a stable
environment5 . However, after a long period of up to thousands of years, the diffusing groundwater can slowly reach
the glass, which will cause a significant change in the chemical and physical properties of glass6–8 . It is therefore necessary to understand the mechanisms at the origin of the corrosion of these glasses by the aqueous solution in order to
assess their environmental impact and the safety of the geological repository5 . Having a thorough understanding of the
glass−water interface also serves to control many other glass
applications−based borosilicate material such as photo multiplier tubes, display technology, biomedical devices, windows
in architectures,etc9–12 .
In our recent Car−Parrinello ab initio molecular dynamics (CP-AIMD) simulations of the sodium borosilicate (NBS)
glass−water interface with an emphasis on the behaviors of
BIII and BIV13 sites, we found that the high affinity between
sodium and water dominates the NBS glass interface, which
leads to such events: i) the release of sodium in liquid water, ii) dissociation of the water molecules on the boron atom
with 3−coordination since these are the most exposed units
on the surface of the glass which lead both to the formation
of boronol and silanol groups. In another study, the ionic exchange (Na+ and H3O+) in a borosilicate glass was investigated with a static DFT calculation14 , and the authors suggested that an ionic exchange initiates a depolymerization
of the glass network. In another DFT study coupled with
NEB calculations, Zapol et al15 estimated the reaction barriers for hydrolysis reactions on the surface of borosilicate
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glass and suggested that under neutral, basic and acidic conO
B or of
ditions, the reaction barrier either of B
O
O
Si is lower than Si
Si, while the reB
action barriers under acidic conditions for the dissolution of
O
O
B and B
Si bridges are considerB
ably reduced compared to neutral and basic conditions. From
Monte Carlo simulations, it has been shown that as the weathering progresses, a stationary state is reached, in which a protective layer enriched in silicon atoms forms between the pristine glass and the solution after release of soluble elements
(boron, Na+ )16–19 . From these previous investigations, we
can estimate that the glass−water interface NBS showed the
release of B, Si and Na+ .
Here we are looking at a more realistic simplified model
of nuclear borosilicate glass that contains calcium oxide and
sodium oxide, in which the current glass is depicted under the chemical composition as follows 10(CaO)15(Na2O)
24(B2O3)51(SiO2), denoted by CNBS in the rest of text. In
the present work, we have used Born−Oppenheimer MD
(BOMD) simulations to simulate CNBS glass in which we
can get a good description of borate-based glass with the presence of boroxol rings20 and good distribution of Na+ and
Ca2+ cations in the borosilicate glass matrix21 . To simulate
the CNBS−glass interface we performed an AIMD simulation
during which we can assess the events that may appear when
the CNBS glass interacts with water at a certain temperature.
AIMD simulations proved to be a reliable tool for predicting a glassy state of a borosilicate−based glassy material20,22 .
CP-AIMD simulations have been widely proven to provide
reliable results to elucidate water−mineral interface23–27 and
specially water−glass interface13,28,29 . Static DFT calculations were also used to provide some insights in terms of affinity between the water molecule and cation−based adsorption
sites as well as the possibility of cationic vacancy formation.
DFT calculations have shown great success in studying the behavior of a water molecule with cationic sites in various silica
materials30–37 .
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Our current attempt is to provide the effect of calcium on
the event shown above at the glass−water interface as well as
to compare the behavior of calcium and sodium with respect to
water molecules. Noteworthy, the investigation of the CNBS
glass−water interface at atomic scale is, to our knowledge, the
first studied.
This article is arranged as follows: the second section provides details on the computational methodology to simulate
the studied borosilicate glass and the glass-water interface, the
third section presents and discusses the relevant results of the
glass CNBS−water interface. Finally, we present the main
conclusions.
II.

Computational details

A. AIMD simulation for CNBS glass modeling

We used the CP2K package38 to perform BOMD simulations in order to model the glassy state of CNBS glass.
MD simulations based on DFT are known to reproduce experimental results more accurately than those based on force
fields where our subject is to have a good Na/Ca mixing interaction in bulk and surface structures39 . Here, the
GGA−PBE functional40 was used, including D3 dispersion
corrections41 to account for the long range van der Waals interactions. TZVP Gaussian Basis sets42 combined to GTH
potentials43 (as provided by the CP2K packages) were used
for all atomic species, with an energy cutoff of 41.16 Ry.
The BOMD simulations were performed using a standard
melt−quench procedure of the initial structure generated by
a classic MD simulation as described in SI with a composition of 10(CaO)15(Na2O)24(B2O3)51(SiO2) and a density of
2.53 g/cm3 : i) The system was first heated up to 2500 K with
a NVT run of 15 ps followed by a NVE run during 10 ps to
equilibrate the system in the liquid state; ii) quench to 300 K
during 10 ps iii) NPT run at 300 K to equilibrate to system
at the glass density (5 ps); iv) final NVE run at 300 K to further equilibrate the structure at the mean density determined
from the last ps of the NPT run. The MD timestep was chosen to 0.5 fs to ensure good energy conservation. The initial
classical MD structure is generated using the same force fields
and following the same melt−quench procedure as used in our
previous study13 . The structural details of our CNBS glass obtained by BOMD simulation are shown in Table S1.
B. Modeling of the glass water interface

CPMD software package44 is used to perform
Car−Parrinello ab initio MD simulations45 of the
water−glass interface. CP-AIMD was chosen here for
a comparison with previous simulations of the NBS
glass−water interface13 . For building the structural model
of the CNBS glass−water interface, we first create the
CNBS glass surface using the cleaving process in which
the CNBS bulk glass simulation box is stretched in a Z
direction, creating a vacuum above the glass surface. The
cleaved CNBS glass surface was annealed at 363 K for 10
ps in the NVT ensemble using the CP-AIMD simulation,
which is called in the rest of the paper by non−hydrated
CNBS surface. The simulated surface was then concatenated
with a water film containing 85 water molecules to build the

initial water−CNBS interface model. This interface fills an
orthorhombic cell of 17.67×15.83×24.98 Å3 (Figure 1). This
model was subjected to the annealing process at 363 K over
100 ps in the NVT ensemble using CP-AIMD simulation to
obtain the governing event at the CNBS glass-water interface.
To run our surface and interface simulation CP-AIMD,
PBE+D2 level of theory46 , plane wave basis set and Vanderbilt pseudopotentials47 with an energy cutoff of 30 Ry were
used. Please note that the 2s2p semicore electrons are not included in the valence space for sodium (one valence electrons)
whereas the calcium pseudopotential includes the 3s3p semicore electrons (ten valence electrons), both pseudopotentials
including nonlinear core corrections. The time step used for
all CP-AIMD simulations was 4.8 a.u. (about 0.116 fs) and a
fictitious electronic mass of 700 a.u, while the kinetic energy
of ions and electrons was controlled by Nosé−Hoover chain
thermostats. It should be noted that the hydrogen atoms have
been replaced by deuterium atoms to preserve adiabaticity in
the CP-AIMD simulations. Scheme 1 clearly shows the stages
of our methodologies for simulating the glass-water−CNBS
interface. After shedding light on the CP-AIMD trajectory
events, static DFT calculations using VASP packages (see SI
details) were run to quantify single-water molecule adsorption
at CNBS glass surface sites with emphasis on those based on
Na+ or Ca2+ cations and to calculate the vacancy formation
energy of Na+ and Ca2+ cations.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Interface characterisation

In the present study, we first simulated CNBS glass using
BOMD simulations providing a good description of the structure of the borate−based glass with the presence of boroxol
rings20 (see Figure S1) and a good distribution of Na+ and
Ca2+ cations in the borosilicate glass matrix21 . Subsequently,
the CNBS glass is cleaved in the Z direction and assembled
with a water film to simulate the CNBS glass−water interface using a CP-AIMD simulation over 100 ps at 363 K (
see Scheme 1). Our attempt here is to give a good observation of the CNBS glass− water interface by emphasizing the
comparison between the behaviors of sodium and calcium. In
this section, we characterize the environment of the different
chemical species composing our interface over the whole simulation time.
The radial distribution function (RDF) and its accumulated function can provide the average characterization of the
glass−water interface over a simulation time in terms of the
average distance between the different species and the different components of the glass and the average coordination
number. Figure 2(a−b) summarizes the impact of water on
former (Si and B) and modifier/compensator of charge components (Na and Ca) where we give in pairs the distances
between these species and the oxygen of water molecules
and the number of molecules of water involved in the evoOW , the first peak is
lution of the latter species. For Na
at 2.33 Å, while the position of the secondary peak with a
OW , the
lower intensity is located around 4.39 Å. For Ca
first peak and the lower second intensity peaks are located at
2.40 Å and 4.30 Å, respectively. These results are in good
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agreement with our previous AIMD for the glass-water interface NBS13 . The second peak that appeared with the two
cations means that the influence of both Ca2+ ions and Na+
ions is sufficiently extended in the deep layers of the water. This suggests that the first solvation shell of Ca2+ and
Na+ binds to the second shell via H−bonds of a distance
about 2 Å. This is in agreement with previous AIMD simulations of the quartz−water interface in which ions have been
OW
shown to rearrange H2O molecules48 . Noteworthy, Na
OW distances are close to typical Na−O distances
and Ca
found in the bulk glass (see Table 1 SI). This behavior is
O than Ca
more pronounced in Na
O (see Table I),
which means that water can shift Na+ ions easier than Ca2+ .
However, when the water molecules are brought into contact with the CNBS surface glass, the water contribute to reform Na and Ca polyhedra by 1.01 and 0.35 of OW , respectively(see Figure 2(c−d)) where ACN of Ca increases from
6.522 (non−hydrated surface) to 6.871 while ACN of Na increases from 5.306 (non−hydrated surface) to 6.314 (hydrated
surface) (see Table I). This suggests that the water is reforming the vitreous region around Na slightly more than around
Ca. Compared to other glass−water interfaces, Tilocca et al28
studied the water−bioactive glass interface using AIMD and
they found that main interactions involving water molecules at
the interface, in addition to the H−bonds between them, are
OW and Ca
OW
with Na+ and Ca2+ cations, with Na
distances of about 2.34 and 2.45 Å, respectively, which are
close to that presented in their glass bulk49,50 .
OW , the
OW and B
For the glass former elements Si
first peaks are at 1.655 Å and 1.375 Å, respectively. It is also
shown a shoulder with low intensity at 1.365 Å before having
OW which is attributed to reforming of
a fine peak of B
BIII units with an insignificant amount at the surface where the
fine peak is attributed to reforming of BIV units at the surface
of the glass. By comparing the effect of water on Si and on
B, we found that as the water being in contact with the CNBS
O bonds length take values close to what
surface glass, B
O bond
can be found in the CNBS bulk. However, the Si
is independent of the presence of water where we have the
same distance in both the non−hydrated and hydrated surface
as in the original bulk before the cleavage process.
For gH−OG (r), the first peak is at 1.00 Å representing the
formation of isolated silanol groups (SiOG H) and boronol
OG H) and one germinal silanol group (see Figgroups (B
ure 3a). The appearance of germinal groups with insignificant amounts compared to other types of oxygen−bearing
functional groups is also shown in the long simulation trajectory by the ReaxFF MD simulation of the sodium aluminosilicate glass−water interface51 . A second peak located
at 1.64 Å assigned for H−bonds. The formation of isolated silanol and boronol groups serves as a signature both
for the occupation of the defect formed ( SiIII ) after the
cleavage process and for the depolymerization of the strucO
O
B
Si and Si
ture by breaking the Si
after dissociation of water molecules. This observation is
in good agreement with previous ICP−AES (induced coupled plasma–atomic emission spectroscopy) studies and MC
simulations52 for boronol group formations and NMR stud-

ies for silanol group formations53,54 . The formation of silanol
and boronol groups from the proton or OW H proceed in two
stages; the first stage is an increase during the first 10 ps
reaching 9 silanol groups and 6 boronol groups while the second stage is a plateau evolution where the number of silanols
fluctuates around 9 silanol groups and 6 boronol groups (see
Figure 3b). The first stage is mainly correlated with the occupation of defects on the CNBS glass surface (due to the
cleavage process) by H+ and OH− resulting from water dissociations while the fluctuation at the second stage is correlated with structural Grotthuss diffusion between silanol
groups and water molecules13,55 . Figure 3(c−e) shows germinal oxygen−bearing functional group, boronol and silanol
groups where two last groups are dominant. These functional
groups enhance the affinity between water and CNBS surface
glass, which means that when the surface is stabilized by these
groups, events at the glass−water interface become more pronounced. Here we found that a water molecule can be adsorbed on the hydrated surface by forming two H bonds with
two silanols. This observation is in agreement with a previous
ab initio investigation of water in a silicatlite−156 .
B. Sodium calcium release

In our previous study13 , we showed the higher affinity of
Na+ ions towards water molecules compared to other species
in NBS glass. In this previous investigation, we assumed that
this strong affinity can be directly involved in the mechanisms
of dissolution of glass, in which a sodium ion was seen to
emerge from the surface thanks to its hydration and the participation of sodium atoms on the surface in the process of
penetration of water molecules in the first layers of the NBS
glass13 .
In our current study, we aim at comparing the behavior of
sodium and calcium in borosilicate glass when in contact with
water molecules. Herein, we found that a sodium ion can be
release from the CNBS glass surface as shown in Figure 4.
The release of sodium in liquid water takes place in three
stages throughout the simulation:
• Over the first 5 ps; the Na+ ion adsorbs around two
water molecules near the surface at a distance of
2.42 Å and vibrates around its initial position (see Figure 5a).
• From 5 ps to 50 ps; Na+ goes away from its initial position at a distance of about 2 Å during which the sodium
is surrounded by 3−4 water molecules at an average
distance of 2.38 Å (see Figure 5b).
• From 50 ps to the end of our simulation, this sodium
continues to penetrate deeply into liquid water in a linear fashion up to 4.75 Å over 19 ps, then finally this hydrated Na+ ion slightly returns towards the surface; during this step the number of surrounding water molecules
is about 4−5 H2O molecules at a distance of 2.35 Å (see
Figure 5c).
In addition to this first example, another sodium ion has
similarly been released in solution (see Figure S2). In general, the released Na+ ion into the solution can be surrounded
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TABLE I. Pairwise interatomic distances and average coordination
number (ACN) of B−O, Si−O, Na−O, and Ca−O bonds in CNBS
bulk glass, in the non−hydrated CNBS surface (cleaved surface without the presence of water molecules), in the hydrated surface (extract from the trajectory of the CNBS glass−water interface). For
the non−hydrated surface glass and the bulk glass (before the cleavage process), RDF (short interatomic distance) and their accumulative functions (ACN) are obtained after running a NVT relaxation
simulation at 363 K over 5 ps, while the values corresponding to the
hydrated area (interface) were calculated over the last 50 ps of the
NVT simulation at 363 K.
Pair
B
Si
Na
Ca

O
O
O
O

Bulk
d (Å) ACN
1.41 3.36
1.66 4.04
2.35 6.45
2.38 6.91

Non−hydrated surface
d (Å)
ACN
1.38
3.12
1.66
3.91
2.34
5.31
2.31
6.52

Hydrated surface
d (Å)
ACN
1.38
3.24
1.66
4.00
2.34
6.31
2.315
6.87

ACN± 0.1 & interatomic distance ri˘ j ± 0.05 .

by 4 to 6 water molecules, as shown in Figure 5 and Table II.
This is in good agreement with previous AIMD simulations13 ,
other AIMD simulations57–62 and experimental investigations
of the hydrated Na+ ions62–66 . Our previous ReaxFF MD simulation of the NAS glass−water interface showed that the release of the Na+ ion is due to the initial exchange of Na+ H+
at the interface involving the dissociation of water close to a
NBO pair51 .
Na+
Regarding the behavior of Ca2+ ions with water at the interface, our trajectory shows no release of calcium into the
solution although Na+ and Ca2+ are exposed in the same way
to water molecules. Figure 6 shows a representative case
of the behavior of Ca with water molecules at the interface.
Here it is clearly shown that calcium is not able to leave the
glass surface even though it can itself attract more than 3 water molecules at a distance of about 2.42 Å. This number of
surrounding water molecules is not enough to ensure the hydration of Ca. From a previous CP-AIMD simulation67 , it
was shown that Ca2+ ions are hydrated by 6 surrounding water molecules at distances between 2.49 and 2.55 Å, respectively. From classical MD or MC simulations68,69 , the nearest neighbor and the coordination number obtained ranges between 7−9.3 and 2.39−2.54 Å, respectively. The adsorption
energy of water onto the site of Ca adsorption is higher than
onto the Na adsorption site by 19.39 kJ/mol (see Figure 7 and
SI for more DFT calculations).
The higher affinity between Ca and water molecules compared to Na and water molecules is also demonstrated by the
fact that at the interface, the majority of Ca2+ ions attract 3
water molecules while the majority of Na ions can only attract one water molecule (see Table II). This means that the
affinity of the glass ion and water may not be a criterion for
ion release into solution. However, by calculating the vacancy formation energy of Ca2+ and Na+ ions using DFT (see
SI calculations), we found that the CNBS glass with sodium
vacancy (Evac =350.24 kJ/mol) is energetically more favorable than CNBS structure with calcium vacancy Evac =430.32
kJ/mol) by about 80.08 kJ/mol. Noteworthy, the vacancy en-

ergy for each cation is computed as the average of the energy
of four CNBS glass configurations with one-missing cation.
TABLE II. Different coordination numbers (CN) and the average
coordination number of Na and Ca at the interface with respect to
oxygen of water molecules calculated over the last 45 ns. See the
corresponding curves in Figure S3, Figure S4 and Figure S5, as indicated the coordination numbers were computed for a cutoff of 3Å.
CN
Na %
Ca %

0
52.6
49.9

1
20.2
14.4

2
9.1
11.7

3
6.2
14.5

4
5.9
9.5

5
4.4
-

6
1.7
-

ACN
1.1
1.2

IV. Conclusion

In the context of the degradation of nuclear waste forms,
our study attempts to better understand the reactivity and
leaching at the CNBS glass−water interface. This study
sheds the light on a basic machanism that take place during
glass alteration and that was poorly understood. By correlating the AIMD trajectory and DFT calculations, we show
that the Ca2+ and Na+ ions behave differently at the glass
CNBS−water interface in which the Na+ ion can be released
into water while Ca2+ remains on the surface of CNBS glass
but adsorbs more water molecules than sodium on the surface
of CNBS glass. The higher affinity between calcium and water than between sodium and water is also confirmed by the
fact that the gas phase water molecule adsorbs more onto calcium adsorption sites than onto sodium. The susceptibility of
sodium to be released into the water can be correlated with the
vacancy energy of the cation where the CNBS structure with
the Na+ cation vacancy is energetically more favorable than
the structure with the Ca2+ cation vacancy.
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FIG. 1. The structural model of the CNBS glass−water interface before performing CP-AIMD simulations, where a film of 85 water molecules
and CNBS glass containing 300 atoms are concatenated.

Scheme 1. Simulation methodologies used in our study.
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FIG. 2. (a-b) B−OW , Si−OW , Na−OW , and Ca−OW partial RDFs, (c−d) B−OW , Si−OW , Na−OW , and Ca−OW average coordination
number (ACN). RDFs were obtained over last 50 ps of the NVT simulation at 363 K.
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FIG. 3. a) H−OG RDF of the CNBS glass−water interface, RDF was computed throughout the simulation at 363 K. b) Variation of amount
of isolated silanol groups (Si−(OH)) and isolated boronol groups (B−OH) over the whole simulation time, where the functional groups were
created after the surface received the proton or hydroxyl group OH from the dissociated water molecules. The snapshots on c), d) and e)
represent germinal, silanol and boronol group respectively, where blue, cyan, red, white and yellow balls represent Na, Ca, O, H and Si atoms,
respectively. Noteworthy, germinal group is present in insignificant quantity only one group on the whole of the trajectory.
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FIG. 4. (a) Monitoring of the relative position of a representative case of the release of Na+ ions over 100 ps (whole simulation time). (b−c)
Snapshots showing the main steps in the trajectory of sodium ion as they diffuse and release from the glass surface to liquid water. Where
blue, red, white and yellow balls represent Na, O, H and Si atoms, respectively

FIG. 5. (a-c) Na−Owater RDF and the average coordination number (accumulated RDF function) of the released Na+ with respect to surrounding water molecules. Where RDF and ACN functions represented on (a) are calculated over the first 5ps, (b) are calculated over a simulation
time from 5ps to 55ps, and (c) are calculated over a simulation time from 55ps until the end.
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FIG. 6. (a) Monitoring of the relative position of the representative case of the behavior Ca2+ ions with water molecules at the interface over
whole simulation time. (b) CaIII − OW RDF and its corresponding average coordination numbers (ACN) with respect to surrounding where
RDF and ACN were obtained over the last 50 ps of our trajectory. (c) Snapshot showing how Ca2+ ions can interact with water molecules.
Where cyan balls represent Ca, red balls represent O, white balls represent H atoms, and yellow balls represent Si.

FIG. 7. (a−b) Adsorption of water onto Ca and Na adsorption sites, respectively. Where pink balls represent B, yellow balls represent Si, red
balls represent O, blue balls represnts Na, cryan balls represent Ca, and white balls represent H atoms.

